The IEEE Kolkata Section is going to organize its flagship CALCON 2024 on December 14-15, 2024, Saturday and Sunday. We invite your active participation in this conference by presenting papers in oral and poster forms, proposing special session/workshop, exhibitions and technical sessions. The prime objective of CALCON 2024 is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial professionals from all over the country and outside to present their research results and development activities in various branches of Engineering, making networking for IEEE.

**CALL FOR PAPER**

The IEEE reserves the right to exclude a submission from distribution after the conference, including exclusion from IEEE Xplore, if the submission does not meet IEEE standards for inclusion and quality.

**Important Dates:**

- Full Paper submission Starts: May 01, 2024
- Full Paper submission ends: June 29, 2024
- Acceptance notification: September 15, 2024
- Camera ready submission: October 15, 2024
- Deadline for Early-bird Registration: November 05, 2024

**Topics of Interest for submission, but not limited to:**

**Electrical Engineering**

**Chairs:** Sugata Munsali, Debabrata Roy, Sobhita Paul, Sumana Chowdhuri


**Electronics & Communication Engineering**

**Chairs:** Animesh Mitra, Anupam Sarwar, Koushik Dutta


**Computer Science and Engineering**

**Chairs:** Mita Naikpuri, Sambhaji Neogy, Shibani Roy, Aratunil Faruk Molani


**Early-bird Registration fees:**

- IEEE
  - Author: Students (UG & PG): INR 4500/USD 150
  - Non-IEEE: INR 5500/USD 200
- Author: Academia, Industry and non authors:
  - INR 7000/USD 250
  - INR 9000/USD 300

*Registration fees after early-bird will be INR 1000/USD 50 more*

**IEEE Conference Record:** #63377

**Venue:** Jadavpur University, Kolkata

**For paper submission/registration visit the conference website:** https://eewh.ieee.org/r10/calcutta/calcon2024/index.html

Email for correspondence: ieee.calcon.2024@gmail.com

Paper submission link: https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/CALCON2024